Electronic Wound Measurement Systems
A review of, and template for, the development and validation
by CM Frampton PhD, MA Nixon MD & RW Watson PhD

This poster reviews the development and validation research that has been performed on EWM
devices in recent times, highlighting deficits in the extent and quality of studies. It proposes a
template for conducting this research.
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Key requirements of an EWM device are the:
• accuracy of single measurements
• accuracy of longitudinal measurements
• precision of single measurements
• precision of longitudinal measurements
• smallest clinically relevant change that can be detected
• user acceptability
• patient acceptability

Accuracy:

•	The extent to which a measurement device is nonbiased and consistently measures the true
area – see Figure 1
•	
Longitudinal accuracy is the extent to which the device measures the true absolute or
percentage change over time, this assumes consistent accuracy over wound size – see Figures
2 and 3
• Inaccuracy is often referred to as bias
•	Potential sources of inaccuracy (or bias) derive from sources that include the environment,
device, user, patient and wound

Precision vs Accuracy

Statistical considerations for development and validation studies of an EWM device.

Time
Figure 2: A graphical representation of precision and accuracy for six measurements of a wound (three at t0 and three at t1).
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Figure 1: A graphical representation of precision and accuracy for six measurements of a wound.
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The various algorithms, imaging technologies and measurement technologies used in the devices
will be associated with their own error profiles, and also external sources of variation including
environment, device, user, patient and wound. These sources of variation will affect the accuracy
and precision of the EWM devices to varying degrees, and examples of these variation sources
include:
Source of
variation

Example

Device

Algorithms, underlying imaging and measurement technologies

Environment

Lighting

User

Human factors leading to inter and intra-rater variation

Patient

Wound

Skin pigment, amount of adipose tissue and ability of the patient to cooperate

Complexity of the wound structure, etiology, depth, healing stage, wound location and
moisture

Minimum clinical difference:

•	The minimum change in wound area that clinicians determine as being clinically relevant in
terms of the status of the wound healing
•	This defines a quantum that the EWM device must be able to resolve and that is distinguishable
from measurement error

Review
Method

To identify published literature studying EWM devices the authors:
1. Searched data-bases publically visible on the internet for documents describing studies:
a. On EWM devices in general
b. Reviewing studies on EWM devices
c. On the devices of known vendors of EWM devices
2.	Searched the websites of EWM device vendors for studies describing the effectiveness of
their systems
3. Used the references in the literature in step one and two to identify further studies
4.	Used the knowledge gained in the above steps to search for further publications by the
principal investigators or inventors of EWM devices
While extensive efforts were made to identify all relevant literature, it is possible that individual
published and unpublished studies have not been identified, but we believe the literature reviewed
is representative of the research undertaken for EWM devices.
To be considered relevant as part of this review, the studies needed to describe system(s)
that both imaged and measured various dimensions of the wound, and not those that simply
performed electronic documentation or the recording of manual measurements.
After reviewing the studies the authors categorized each study according to the type(s) of EWM
device(s) investigated and the stage in the study program template described above.

Results

Twenty six publications describing studies validating EWM devices were found.
It was found the EWM devices described in the studies could be broadly classified, based on their
measurement technology, into different groups, as has been previously done by others9,10,11. The
authors found the devices could be classified into four broad groups. These include laser assisted
wound measurement devices (LAWM) using structured light to measure the surface of the wound
bed, applications using commercially available 3D structure sensors (3DWM), applications using
a target placed next to the wound and digital planimetry to determine the scale of the wound
(2DPA), and devices using multiple point light sources with known geometry to determine the
range between the wound and the measuring device (2DAR).
The following table provides an overview of the extent to which the study program has been
completed on each category of device. The quality of the studies within the program is
described later.
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Figure 4. Bland-Altman plot showing the differences in measurement (EWM device measurement for a wound less the acetate tracing measurement
for the same wound) plotted against the acetate tracing measurement. The EWM device consistently underestimates the acetate tracing
measurement by 17.0 mm2.

User Acceptability:

✓ Precision
✓ Accuracy

0

Figure 3: A graphical representation of longitudinal accuracy and precision derived from the measurements in Figure 2.

•	Is the measurement device associated with pain or discomfort, for example

✗ Precision
✗ Accuracy

5

Acetate Tracing Measurement (cm2)

Patient acceptability:

✗ Precision
✓ Accuracy

Bland-Altman Plot

Measured Area Change

•	Extent to which the measurement device is easy to use, the amount of training required,
suitability for the task, compatibility with existing workflows, amount of time required to
perform its task, cost and ability to be implemented

✓ Precision
✗ Accuracy

Accuracy is measured as the average difference between measured and the actual areas. These
are often portrayed using Bland-Altman plots which demonstrate the average difference (bias) and
the 95% Limits of Agreement8. The limits of agreement represent the variation in the differences
between the measured and actual areas. An example is presented in Figure 4.
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Area reduction is the primary measure most commonly used in the clinical setting to gauge healing
progress1,2,4,5. Area measurement is common amongst EWM devices and is therefore, the focus of
this paper, even though the physiology of wound-healing suggests volume and depth may also be
useful markers1,2.
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•	Computer simulation of core algorithms with computer based wound models
• Physical wound models in a single, controlled environment
•	Physical wound models with known sources of variation, for example environmental (lighting),
user (inter and intra-rater variation) sources
• Real wounds in a controlled environment
• Real wounds with known and managed sources of variation
• Real wounds longitudinal study
• Real world validation studies

Statistical Considerations

Longitudinal
Accuracy

Electronic Wound Measurement (EWM) devices were developed to measure wounds accurately
and precisely, and to make the wound assessment process easier and more streamlined.
However, the quality of the research underpinning the effectiveness of these systems is highly
variable with few systems going through a systematic program of research. This situation may
be less concerning for institutions and clinicians wanting to see an improvement over traditional
techniques, as any electronic technique is likely to result in improvement, but it is concerning
to those seeking to make evidence based decisions on patient treatment or organizational
improvement.
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Longitudinal Precision

In recent years there has been a prolific development of devices and applications to allow the
photographing, measurement and documentation of wounds1,2,3. These devices have been
developed to address firstly the clinical and legal concerns around poor quality documentation
and inconsistent measurement, and secondly to improve evidence based treatment strategies and
to drive continuous improvement in wound-care organisations4,5,6. Some of these devices have
application in clinical research. Traditional methods including ruler based length, width, and area
measurements (based on length and width measurements) have been found to lack both accuracy
and precision, whereas acetate tracing lacks both user and patient acceptability1,2,7.
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As with other areas of medical efficacy research, in order to build the evidence pyramid for the
various EWM devices, it is necessary to conduct a program of sequential studies. This program
of studies should assess the ideal performance of the systems, for example with wound models
in a controlled environment, gradually introduce and characterize the impact of various potential
sources of variation, until the study setting clearly reflects the real world clinical scenario. A key
aspect of the study program is that it must determine the impact of the potential sources of
variation on longitudinal precision and accuracy.
A suitable study program should include the following sequence of studies:

Two Longitudinal Wound Measurements

Change in Wound Area (%)

A systematic review of the research undertaken to determine the statistical attributes (including
accuracy, precision and longitudinal accuracy and precision) of electronic wound assessment
systems has been conducted. The review shows that by using wound models in research, random
and systematic errors that occur as part of clinical use are largely ignored and optimistic unrealistic
conclusions are drawn. Further, studies often ignore users, the nonspecific nature of the wound
boundary, patient characteristics, wound types and characteristics and the variation associated
with the temporal measurement of wound healing as potential sources of measurement variation.
Much of the research also uses correlation analysis where measurements from non-electronic
wound measurement techniques, that are known to be imprecise and inaccurate, are compared
to those of the electronic system. This paper provides guidance on how to recognize these
methodological shortcomings and how to develop a sequential process for the statistical validation
of a wound assessment device.

•	The repeatability of the measurement device, so that it returns a consistent measure, when the
wound has not changed – see Figure 1
•	
Longitudinal precision is the extent to which the measurement device provides a consistent
measure of absolute or percentage change – see Figures 2 and 3
• Imprecision is often referred to as noise
•	Potential sources of imprecision (or noise) derive from sources that include the environment,
device, user, patient and wound

Template

EWM Device Measurement Minus
Acetate Tracing Measurement (cm2)

Abstract

Precision:

Precision is measured as the variation around a measured mean value for a single wound and is
therefore independent of accuracy. Precision quantifies the repeatability of a measurement and
is summarized as the standard deviation (SD) of repeat measurements of the same wound. SD
is often calculated from repeat measurements from a number of different wounds. Precision is
further summarized using the following statistical measures.
Coefficient of variation (CV%) represents the standard deviation of the repeat measurements (SD)
adjusted for the mean of all measurements. This is calculated as SD/mean and expressed as a
percentage. Larger values correspond to poorer precision.
Intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC). This summary coefficient represents the magnitude of
sources of variation that have been defined and studied. In the context of wound measurement,
inter and intra-rater variation is most commonly studied. The ICC is a number that varies between
0 and 1.0, or expressed as a percentage from 0 to 100%. With a perfect measuring device, all the
variation in measurements is simply due to differences in individual wound areas, and the ICC =1.0,
i.e. there is no inter and intra-rater variation. The ICC is calculated as the percentage of the total
variation between all area measurements that is attributable to the variation between the wound
areas. The method of calculation means that the interpretation of the ICC needs to be considered
in the context of the actual differences in wound areas.
Minimum clinical difference (MCD). This summary statistic utilizes the measured precision of a
device to calculate the minimum change in wound area that would represent a genuine change
rather than representing a random difference as a consequence of poor precision. The MCD can
be reduced by taking repeat measurements of the wound area on each measurement occasion.
Ideally the MCD should be calculated using the precision of the device to measure change rather
than the precision estimated at a single time point.
Variance component decomposition. These are standard statistical techniques which use the data
from an appropriately designed study to estimate the contribution of different sources of variation
(e.g. inter and intra-rater). If a study has a number of users each repeatedly measuring the area of
a range of real wounds, then the CV% and the ICCs attributable to inter, intra-rater variation and
both sources combined can be calculated.

Stage in study
program

LAWM

Computer
simulation – core
algorithms
Wound models
– controlled
environment

Wound models –
known sources of
variation
Real wounds
- controlled
environment

3DWM

2DPA1

✓12✓13✓14

✓15

✓9✓10✓16

✓10

✓10✓20✓32

✓10

✓21✓22

✓11

2DPA2

2DAR1

2DAR2

✓17✓18

✓19

✓18

Real world
validation studies

✓6✓23✓24
✓25✓26✓27
✓28✓29✓30
✓31

Discussion

The reviewed studies utilized various forms of statistical analysis and it was observed:
• Precision and accuracy are often confused and misunderstood.
•	Some erroneously implied that the level of accuracy and precision at a single point in time is
sufficient to derive the longitudinal accuracy and precision over time.
•	Inter and intra-rater results are frequently addressed. For the device to be useful these need to
be undertaken on real wounds of an appropriate type, using clinicians who will ultimately use
the device. Earlier stage testing of inter and intra-rater variation on models is useful but is likely
to underestimate the true and important variation in a clinical environment.
•	ICCs are occasionally used to quantify inter and intra-rater variation. It is critical that the ICCs
are interpreted in the context of the wound areas used in the study. For example, if you are
testing on wound models which are all of similar size this will underestimate the ICC. In many
circumstances the coefficient of variation is a better summary of the inter and intra-rater
variation.
•	Correlation coefficients are sometimes used to compare devices and methods. These
are inappropriately used to summarise the agreement. For example, two devices whose
measurements differ by a fixed amount will have a correlation coefficient of 1.0 but will not
have perfect agreement.
• Only one study considered and determined the minimum clinical difference24.

Conclusions

In almost all cases no structured approach has been employed in the development and validation
research to assess the performance of EWM devices. However, the LAWM device and to a lesser
degree the 3DWM device have been subject to many of the elements of a suitable sequential
study program, as described in this poster. While some of the individual studies reviewed did have
statistical limitations some did however, identify important individual components appropriate
for the assessment of the statistical attributes and address these components in a robust and
statistically valid manner. Amongst the studies reviewed there were inconsistent approaches to
the design, analysis and interpretation of validation studies. There is a need for the development
of a structured, statistically robust framework for the development of EWM devices. Our poster
presents a platform for such a framework.
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The reviewed studies cover a spectrum of designs and objectives, however some themes that were
observed were:
•	All have as their primary objective the determination of the statistical attributes of the
device(s).
• Only a minority of studies also addressed some aspects of the user acceptability.
•	A key distinction was whether early stage wound model studies or later stage real wound
studies were conducted. Early stage studies are important for verification and refinement of
the measuring device, however the later stage testing is required to validate the real world
performance and acceptability.
•	Where only early stage wound model studies were conducted there was often no discussion of
the impacts of the different sources of real world variation on the performance of the device.
•	Many studies compared their EWM device to another EWM device or a traditional method, and
often this choice of comparator was inappropriate. For example, some studies compare the
EWM device to wound areas derived from length x width measurements. While such traditional
methods may be the standard of care, they do not serve as an appropriate comparator. A clear
definition and rationale for the choice of comparator method should be provided.
•	Many studies on real wounds limited themselves to a particular wound type, e.g. diabetic foot
ulcers, and implied there is generalizability from these results to other wound types. If a device
is to have broad clinical application for the measurement of wounds then a range of wound
types located at various anatomical sites needs to be part of the evaluation.

The above table demonstrates that:
•	Almost all devices have had at least one study conducted in an effort to quantify attributes of
the device.
•	Almost all devices have conducted at least one early stage wound model study, but few have
been through a program that includes later stage real wound studies.
•	Few devices have had studies conducted where known sources of variation were explicitly
evaluated. When these were conducted they usually only explored the inter and intra-rater
sources of variation.
• For almost all devices the attributes were not evaluated over time.
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